CXCR2 modulators: a patent review (2009 - 2013).
Small-molecule antagonists of CXC chemokine receptor 2 (CXCR2) have attracted a considerable amount of attention due to the key central role that this receptor plays in inflammatory conditions. Recently, several CXCR2 receptor antagonists have demonstrated promising proof of activity in early pulmonary clinical trials, which has stimulated additional efforts to identify new CXCR2 receptor antagonists. During the period 2009 - 2013, there were numerous patent publications from various companies claiming the discovery of novel CXCR2 receptor antagonists. Herein, an interpretation of these new patent publications combined with emerging disclosures from the peer-reviewed literature during this time frame is given. This review highlights the preferred or representative compounds from the patent applications along with relevant biological characterization. Many of the new CXCR2 receptor antagonists described in this review represent closely related analogs to previously disclosed clinical candidates. With the recent discontinuation of several CXCR2 receptor antagonists in the clinic, additional clinical trial information for CXCR2 receptor antagonists, both past and present, will determine the long-term therapeutic potential of these compounds for the treatment of a variety of inflammatory disorders.